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Executive Summary
The bIoTope project lays the foundation for creating open innovation ecosystems supporting the Internet of
Things (IoT) by providing a platform that enables companies to easily create new IoT systems and to rapidly
harness available information using advanced Systems-of-Systems (SoS) capabilities for connected smart
objects and easily creating innovative business processes.
The Helsinki pilot case aims to utilise the developed within Biotope technologies and methodologies in order
to significantly improve charging infrastructure for electric vehicles. The adaptation of bIoTope technologies
builds a foundation for charging ecosystem that integrates different charging suppliers and charging
business models. Building a charging ecosystem on the top of bIoTope open innovation ecosystem principles
allow to integrate professional charging services, parking and charging facilities, as well as residential parking
slots and bring them into the same level of accessibility for the end user. Figure 1 shows high level view on
the proposed EV charging ecosystem.
In order to proof technical feasibility, the demonstrator has been developed and shown in the IoT-EPI
Review Meeting in Athens, September 2017. The demonstrator includes three components - Android app,
server agent, and charging box - and presents the full pipeline between an application and a physical box.
Communication between the components has been implemented with O-MI/O-DF using vocabularies such
as MobiVoc v1.0 and schema.org, extended for the Helsinki use case.
Thus, creating of the demonstrator required software development work, hardware modification and
programming, as well as extension of data model.

Figure 1. Ecosystem for EV charging services.

1.1. Deliverable Scope
This deliverable describes in details the goals and use case of Helsinki pilots, architecture of the solution, the
relation to the other use cases, the current state of implementation, demonstrated scenarios, and the plan
to accomplish the implementation from the demo stage to the final solution.
The proof of concept and demonstration of the current stage of implementation has been shown by
demonstrator – the solution that consists of three components: Client Android app, O-MI Ref implemented
© 688203 bIoTope Project Partners
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Agent, and the charging hardware box. Basic scenario of searching and selection of a suitable charging
station in the area has been implemented and shown.
The structure of the document is as follows:
•

Chapter 2 motivates the Cross-domain Helsinki City Pilot, explains scenarios, describes the Proofof-Concepts (PoCs), describes architectural aspects and the extension of vocabulary MobiVoc for
charging services;

•

Chapter 3 describes demonstrator’s scenarios and current implementation;

•

Chapter 4 describes how Helsinki pilot is interconnected with thematic use cases - Smart
Mobility, Smart Building, Smart Equipment and describes benefits from the synergy;

•

Chapter 5 summarizes a current state and defines next steps in terms of internal deliverables of
Helsinki pilot.

Figure 2 indicates the building blocks of the bIoTope reference architecture (from Deliverable 2.4 v1.2) that
this deliverable contributes.

Figure 2. bIoTope Reference Architecture.

1.2. Key Achievements
For a better overview, we organize the key achievements and contributions of this deliverable into
several areas, which are outlined in Table 1.
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Table 1. Key achievements.
Contribution Area

Description

Interoperability and
enrolment

Compliance with O-MI/O-DF allows breaking silos of charging service
suppliers by providing a way to charge no matter who is the provider.
Leveraging openness and exploiting the existing dense power outlet
distribution that is intended for heating cars by winter

Innovation

Designing and developing vendor-independent system for accessing
EV Charging poles by using open and standardised bIoTope
components enables breaking down of vertical silos introduced by the
various power charging service providers (developing their own
proprietary systems)

Technical

Implementation of a charger box, a Parking and Charging service and a
Parking and Charging Android App. Integration of these components
using the O-MI/O-DF standard protocol.

Exploitation

The basic scenario demonstrated here can be easily replicated by
following the steps introduced in this deliverable.
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2. Introduction
2.1. Helsinki specific challenges and goals
In order to achieve the established climate goals the government of Finland wants to add 250,000 electric
vehicles on its roads by 2030. Since about 30% of all population is concentrated in Great Helsinki
(Metropolitan) area the achievement of this goal becomes an important task for Helsinki City.
The massive roll out and usage of electrical cars in Finland is challenged by several factors that are mainly
related to infrastructure for charging. The charging stations are located mainly within large cities, in
shopping malls, new residential areas and private parking places. This leads to inefficiency and scattering of
the market.
The current charging infrastructure comprises different types of charging stations and it is built and owned
by several big players and a few small companies. The development of the infrastructure is driven by the
interests and strategies of these companies.
In the Nordic countries, there is already existing electrical infrastructure to pre-heat cars during winter time.
In fact, there are a lot of poles with embedded electrical outlets on the streets and parking areas including
residential areas, companies’ parking places, some public and private parking places. With (or even without)
some modifications they could be used for slow charging service.

2.2. Current state
There are two major players (Liikenne Virta and Fortum) and several small companies that have their own
charging poles, authentication and payment systems, mobile and web application where you can find, start
charging and pay for the services. In general, in order to charge a car, the driver should be a customer of the
owner of charging pole. There are several initiatives and discussions about increasing credibility of the
charging service by providing a roaming between the providers and using residential and others electrical
poles, such as German company Hubject, Sweedish project ElBnB. However, there is neither single entry
point nor a standardized interface to access information about all existing charging possibilities in the area,
their availability and calendars. Moreover, the charging service companies demonstrate some resistance to
provide and publish open interfaces that would give access to their systems in order to construct a service
that would integrate different charging service providers. The current market development trends are quite
an opposite to an open ecosystem approach, where charging services can be added independently in the
same way as, for example, web servers can be added to Internet.
As a result, electrical car manufacturers do not have full information about charging possibilities that they
could use in the car dashboard. At the moment car dashboard provide limited information about charging
possibilities in some cases based on crowd-sources services.
Due to these challenges Finland has been lagging behind in adoption of electric vehicles, as there are
currently less then 3000 of them on Finnish roads.

2.3. Desired state
There are several initiatives and discussion about possible “roaming” between the providers, and using
residential and others electrical poles. There is a need to create such a system in Finland that would
integrate all charging possibilities into the same place/map/service catalogue and provide complete
information through user interfaces for the end users and through standardized open APIs to the service
developers about charging possibilities.
Drivers can find all possible charging stations in the region and thus have better opportunities to secure
travelling. They would not need to know different providers in the region to have several subscriptions for
different providers. Drivers can easily compare service levels, prices. They can use the same access
credentials for all charging stations. Additional benefit is a parking solution for electrical cars which is
important in crowded areas.
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Car manufacturers/providers do not need to make separate contracts with all possible service providers in
area. They get access to crowdsourced charging services. They don’t need to adapt implementation for each
service providers’ proprietary interface. Thus, they can deliver more cars into the region.
Charging service providers will be visible in all car dashboards. They can focus on certain service
development and buy complementary services from others (for example, authentication and payment
services). Number of electrical vehicles will increase and thus their business will grow.
New charging service providers can setup and publish their services without integration efforts or any other
actions on the car manufacturer/provider side.
City and regions will achieve better life quality and services for people and more electrical vehicles to the
region. The ecosystem will create new business opportunities (operating of ecosystem, new business
applications), improve current competitive landscape, and optimize public and private assets.
The implementation of the ideas above requires significant changes in the existing business models of
charging service providers as well as creating new businesses, for example, for residential charging and
parking. Introduction of vendor-unlocked charging services, EV charging hubs, integration with Smart Parking
services, integration of service front-ends to EV dashboard will make a significant impact on existing
business. bIotope project aims to support the companies and cities not only by providing technical solutions
that help breaking of existing “charging silos”. One of the important deliverable of bIoTope is introduction of
new sustainable business model for charging services.

2.4. bIoTope contribution
One of the objective of bIoTope project is to support municipalities and state to achieve this goal by
development of new innovative open ecosystem technology that will improve charging services by
increasing amount of charging stations, providing interoperability between different services suppliers, and
improving quality of services. It will be achieved by creating System of Systems (SoS) where information
from cross-domain platforms, devices and other information sources can be accessed when, and as needed
using Standardised Open APIs. Biotope also offers a framework for Security, Privacy and Trust that facilitates
the responsible access, use, and ownership of data, even when data is stored in vertical applications/silos.
Suitable billing mechanisms for IoT will be developed to support micro-transactions for facilitating IoT
market creation.

2.5. Pilot expectation
The aim of the pilot is to provide a smooth and uninterrupted service for EV charging that is scalable and
vendor independent. It implies the development of applications based on Biotope developed technologies
with a convincing business model.
Parking Energy (the selected Open Call partner for Helsinki pilot) will install quick connector system and
smart charging units to a designated parking area, using existing (block heater) wiring (see Figure 3). In
addition, the same functionality can be used in Parking Energy public charging points, such as ones in
Europark Garages in Helsinki city center, and possibly the charging units installed in Kalasatama, if
applicable.
In terms of business impact, the ultimate goal of the project is to build EV hub in the popular location near
by the Helsinki center.

2.6. Pilot project plan
The pilot project has 5 internal sub-deliverables:
1. Concepts, architecture, and base implementation by 30 November 2017. The deliverable includes 2
documents:
•

Updated data model (cooperation with Mobivoc and Aalto) - document
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•

Reference architecture of integrated solutions based on O-MI/O-DF – document

2. Testbed in Aalto by 15th of December 2017. The deliverable includes installation of physical
hardware in Aalto Department of Computer Science parking place (Konemiehentie 2), 2 poles
3. Software solution developed – Version 1 by 1st of March 2018. The deliverable includes:
•

O-MI/O-DF wrappers and integration for Aalto test poles

•

Demo in Aalto premises, main scenario: PS Aalto poles and visible in Aalto App

•

Publishing of the node, optionally for deliverable 3 (mandatory for deliverable 4)

4. Intermediate report and publishing by 1st of June 2018. The deliverable includes:
•

Report on billing and business integration. 1 June 2018

•

Finalizing of publishing functionality

•

Demo (publishing)

5. Final pilot deliverable by 1 October 2018, which includes:
•

HUB for EV, i.e. deployment of the solution to other poles (6+ installations)

•

Development, adaptation of payment system and integration with external payment methods

•

Demo, final

The actual work comprises the following development tasks:
•

Outlet retrofits.
Install quick connectors to existing engine block heater posts at Aalto University. Site to be
assigned and parking restriction (EV only) signed by the University. After the quick connectors
have been installed the outlet configurations can be modified as needed. No PM has been
allocated as the installation will be subcontracted to electricians.

•

Push information into cloud.
Integrate PE Energy Cloud with IoT platform. PE will provide sources for necessary information;
implement needed Energy Cloud components. The IoT platform to be provided by consortium
(partners).

•

Payment methods.
Select, interop, integrate with appropriate payment methods and implement the needed Energy
Cloud components.

•

Auto communication.
Work with auto manufacturers to get access to information without getting access to
unnecessary and potentially risky car functions. Implement the necessary Energy Cloud
components to make this work.
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Figure 3. Parking Energy installation in underground garage Varma.
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3. Helsinki Smart City Pilot : EV charging pole demonstrator
3.1. Use case and requirements summary
The Smart City Pilot use case has been designed to contribute to the creating of a charging ecosystem for
electric vehicles. Such an ecosystem will integrate all possibilities for charging by providing interoperability
between the charging service providing companies and include non-specialized possibilities, like households
and private parking places. In that respect, Smart City high level use case covers Helsinki pilot scenarios and
Smart Building use case. Moreover, the ecosystem enables communication between car, driver, and
charging pole, which partially will be complemented by the Smart Mobility use case.
The following requirements are crucial for the ecosystem and therefore the scenarios for The Proof-of
Concept demonstrator are derived from them:
Req_FVH_1 Publishing charging station. Generically add a charging station to the system by open standard
interfaces, status is updated online
Req_FVH _1_1 Workflow to integrate new charging systems. Methodology to integrate different charging
station services to the SoS platform / bIoTope ecosystem.
Req_FVH_2_1_2 Providing filtering possibilities. The service discovery solution might provide large amounts
of available services, unless they are filtered in any way. Obvious filters are service type, geographical area
and common supported communication protocols.
Req_FVH_2_1_3 User mobile or web access. The user can access IoTBnB service catalogue (mobile) and read
available charging services, their status and calendars using standard APIs.
The implementation of the requirements above demonstrates the main idea of the charging ecosystem – to
publish and access the information about charging possibilities using standard open APIs.

3.2. Scenarios for Use Case Demonstrator
The basic scenario for bIoTope Helsinki Use Case is a person arriving to a new town with a car:
Sarah is entering her destination city by her electric vehicle. She is in need of charging during her stay. She
launches her charging & parking app. Based on contextual parameters, the search provides her with the most
suitable charging location candidates. She selects the best one, drives there, and starts charging.
From the user’s perspective, it does not matter who provides the charging service. However, location,
availability, connector type and charging speed are essential. A slow charging location far away from the
destination is not sufficient; a wrong connector type prevents charging altogether; and for a short duration,
slow charging is not preferable. If a proper profile and current travel plan are available, contextual reasoning
may provide an optimal route and charging service.
Furthermore, the current state of the business relies heavily on silos – providers attempt to lure users to
them, and only to them, for “owning the customer” relation. Given the sparse distribution of EV charging
locations, this is a severe obstacle to large scale adoption of EVs. Our goal is to lower these barriers by
leveraging openness for roaming across service providers and exploiting the existing dense power outlet
distribution that is intended for heating cars by winter.
For presentation purposes, a short video has been created to illustrate the situation and our goals, and
shown in the IoT-EPI Review Meeting in Athens, September 2017. Figure 4 provides a selection of
screenshots of the presentation.

3.3. Current Use Case Implementation
The EV Charging (or Parking and Charging) demonstrator has been implemented by Aalto University to a
functional state. It has been presented in the IoT-EPI Athens Review Meeting in September 2017. The
demonstrator consists of three components: 1) Client – Android app for end users, 2) Server – an Agent
© 688203 bIoTope Project Partners
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built on the O-MI Reference Implementation and 3) Charger – an in-house fitted charging box. These
components are all functional and have been integrated via the O-MI/O-DF protocol. A part of the
ecosystem, the discovery service IoTBnB (IoT puBlishing and Billing) is not yet fully integrated with the use
case.

Figure 4. Depiction of the Helsinki Use Case scenario.

3.3.1. Architecture
bIoTope leverages Open IoT standards with a purpose of extending the O-MI/O-DF protocol family to match
the needs of our Use Cases. Our Use Cases hence act as drivers arising from the needs from the real world.
This protocol acts as a glue between various components, from data sources to end applications. Any O-MI
node, even a low-level data source, can also act as a service. Hence, we avoid the roles of “Southbound
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interface” and “Northbound interface” that are present in typical architectural descriptions: any O-MI node
can act in either fashion using the same protocol.
Figure 5 presents a simplified form of the EV charging architecture. An end user initiates the scheme with
her app by discovering available charging services from the discovery service IoTBnB. With a received web
end point for the local Parking Service, the app makes a query, providing a profile and any contextual
information that is currently available (such as target location, estimated time of arrival, current battery
level etc.). The Parking Service maintains the state of all available parking and charging positions. With the
given information, an Agent residing on the service determines the best available locations for charging and
relays the information to the end user app. The Agent also controls the charger box. The current
functionalities of these components are described in the sections below. We also present the related
network APIs using actual O-MI/O-DF protocol snippets.

Figure 5. The EV Charging architecture.

3.3.2. Parking Service
The Parking and Charging Service relies on the O-MI Node Reference Implementation, which is part of the OMI/O-DF standardization work for the Open Group. It maintains a database where the information about ODF data model, consisting of Objects and InfoItems, is stored. “Object” elements can have any number of
properties, referred to as InfoItems, as well as “Object” sub-elements. The hierarchy consists of “Objects” as
the top element in which other sub-elements are present. O-DF utilizes common vocabularies such as
schema.org1 and mobivoc2 in its semantics. A user can interact with the O-DF data structure by sending a
request to the node server through HTTP POST. Currently, the server uses HTTP and web sockets as the
underlying transport protocols for carrying out different operations. Figure 6 presents the internal
architecture of the O-MI/O-DF Reference Implementation.

1
2

http://schema.org/
https://www.mobivoc.org/
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Figure 6. The O-MI/O-DF Reference Implementation internal architecture.

The O-MI Node Server is further described in D3.5, Prototype of Platform Integration using API mediators
and the protocol itself further in D3.6, Information Source Publication and Consumption Framework v2.
The O-MI Node server can run smaller agent subprograms, which are responsible for handling any write or
call requests that apply to those O-DF structures that are owned by them. If the Node receives write or call
request for those parts, then the request is passed to the responsible agent, which can act upon the received
request. The application logic that is responsible of the Parking Service is executed in such an agent. The
Parking Agent provides the following main functionalities:
1) Communicates with charging poles, providing control over electricity and the box’s lid and receiving
current measurements
2) Communicates with the end user Android app
3) Maintains a real-time state of parking locations and chargers
4) Maintains a user database and charging history
The Parking Agent has been implemented in Scala and runs in the O-MI node as an Internal Agent, in its own
thread. The code is available at GitHub with the BSD 4-Clause permissive free license. The O-MI reference
implementation and agent source code is at https://github.com/AaltoAsia/O-MI.
At the moment, the Agent is able to control our own in-house developed EV Charging Box. It can i.e. send a
command to open the lid of the box, or to enable electricity. When the Box is providing electricity, it
periodically pushes current measurements to the Agent. The measurements are stored to a H2 database for
later analysis. The Agent does not yet possess advanced reasoning capabilities, nor is it integrated with any
external Contextual Service.
There are currently three parking locations in the database for demonstration purposes; one of them
reflects the parking lot by Aalto Computer Science building, where Parking Energy has installed two charging
poles. When a request for parking space is made (with an approximate location of the campus area), these
locations are returned. When a user selects one of them, they are reserved. There is no scheduling or
calendar based reservation system, only an online status.
Currently the Parking Agent does not publish its services to the IoTBnB directly. The IoTBnB hosts a service
registration web page, where service location (web end point) is entered manually, followed by the IoTBnB
requesting a full O-DF structure from that address for internal indexing. The related service publishing
protocol extensions are currently being developed. In the end, this functionality could be also added to the
Parking and Charging App as an extension to an individual who provides her home charger box as a service.
Integration with IoTBnB functionality will happen during the last period of the project.
© 688203 bIoTope Project Partners
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Communication with the Parking Agent is based on O-MI/O-DF. The Parking Agent handles any write and call
requests for ParkingService. For any write, the agent checks the structure of O-DF in the request and
modifies current information of parking lots stored in the server.
The Agent provides basic logic for the operations. If a write contains a reservation of a parking spot, the
Agent checks that the requested parking spot is available. If a write contains a release of a parking spot or
request to open the lid of the charger, the Agent checks that the sender is the same user that has reserved
the parking spot. Any write that opens the lid of the charger also schedules it to be closed again.
The core functionality of the Parking Service is to provide a search result to the FindParking Method. The
agent allows only call request to FindParking InfoItem (no write). Based on parameters given to FindParking
method the agent first filters all parking lots for those near the destination and then filters out all parking
spots that miss match parameters of the method. FindParking method has the following required
parameters:
•

Destination. An Object defining GPS coordinates of the destination.

•

DistanceFromDestination. An InfoItem, which defines maximum distance between the destination and a
parking lot in meters.

•

Vehicle. An Object that has type attribute that defines what kind of vehicle user wants to park with.

Figure 10 (Appendix 1) provides the FindParking request with only the required parameters.
FindParking Method has also some optional parameters for further specification of a wanted parking spot:
•

Width, height and depth of the vehicle. Three InfoItems in the vehicle Object that define size of vehicle
in meters.

•

ParkingUsageType. An InfoItem containing information if user refers to parking spots with specified user
groups like disabled persons or car sharers.

•

Charger. An Object that defines user’s references for the requested charger.Figure 11. Request to
FindParking with optional parameters ParkingUsageType and size of vehicle.

Figure 11 (Appendix 1) provides the FindParking request with optional parameters.
The agent responses to the call request for FindParking with a list of parking lots, which contain another list
of suitable parking spots in each parking lot. Current format for FindParking parameters and return values
are stored in the MetaData of FindParking InfoItem. The response is presented in Figure 12 (Appendix 1).

3.3.3. The EV Charger Box
We acquired a common power outlet box intended for heating cars, and modified it to be remote
controllable for the Use Case. Figure 7 presents the components that were used for the modification. The
ESP8266 Wi-Fi chip provides logic and an A7 GSM module provides cellular data networking, packaged to a
blue container. A Sonoff relay is used to control the electricity and the box’s lid. Electric current sensors are
embedded to the Sonoff. Our current system relies on the GSM connection for realistic networking instead
of the Wi-Fi, which is reliable only in a controlled environment.
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Figure 7. The EV Charging box components.
The Logic Module communicates with the Parking Service using O-MI/O-DF protocol despite its very low
resources (64kB+96kB instruction and data memory). The implementation includes only a very tiny subset of
the protocols, containing only 523 lines of C++ code. The connection is based on websockets and is kept
open. The Module responds to queries and pushes measured currents using the publish/subscribe scheme;
the server subscribes to the feed and the Module sends updates.
The EV charger box subscribes to all events of Available InfoItem of parking spot Object and LidStatus
InfoItem of Charger Object using read request (see Figure 13, Appendix 1). The subscription uses current
websocket connection and lasts until the connection is closed.
O-MI Node server responses to subscription by sending any changes in values of Available and LidStatus
InfoItems, (Figure 14 Appendix 1). If value of Available is false, then charger is on and any connected vehicle
is charged. If value of LidStatus changes to Open, charger box unlocks the lock on the lid of the charger for a
few seconds. This allows user to open the lid and connect their cables to the charger. After few seconds
server sets LidStatus back to Closed.
3.3.4. Parking and Charging App
A Parking and Charging App has been developed for an end user interface with the following main
functionalities:
1) User registration and authentication
2) Map browsing and searching, visualizing parking locations with charging
3) User interface for parking data and charging capabilities
4) Target selection and routing integration via Google Maps
5) Charger box usage requests (open lid, enable charging)
The Parking and Charging App has been implemented in Java for Android phones and tablets at Aalto
University. The code is available with the BSD 4-clause permissive free license at GitHub
https://github.com/AnastasiaKarpenko/BiotopeEVChargersApp . It connects to the Parking Service with the
O-MI/O-DF protocol.
App Architecture
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The architecture of the application is illustrated by the Figure 8. The application can be divided into three
parts. Each part is responsible for its own tasks. User Interface part constructs user interface and uses
different asynchronous tasks (AsyncTask) to get the necessary data from the server. API client is responsible
for communicating with the server, when it is activated by AsyncTasks. All the data that is received from the
server is parsed and mapped to the model objects and supplied to the User Interface. We will describe each
part of the app architecture in details in the following paragraph in order to explain how the app is supposed
to operate.

Figure 8. the EV Parking and Charging App architecture.

User Interface part
User Interface part is responsible for user interface construction of the application, for sending the server
requests in order to get the data from the server and show it to the user. It includes files that are specific for
Android OS framework. Figure 9 presents screenshots of the user interface.
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The start screen

The initial map view with search
capability.

Details from a chosen Parking spot
with charging capability

Search result view for “Otaniemi”

Charger spot selection and request for
opening the lid of the charger box

Figure 9. The EV Parking and Charging App user interface.
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The App user interface can be divided in three levels:

1. Map and Search that is the launcher screen and shows the first after the app has been launched (Figure
9, 2nd - 3rd screenshots). This screen is responsible for searching and getting the parking lots with EV
chargers on the map. This user interface is being managed by the ParkingMapActivity that holds two
fragments:
SupportPlaceAutocompleteFragment
and
ParkingMapFragment.
SupportPlaceAutocompleteFragment is responsible for searching the locations with autocomplete
function. ParkingMapFragment is responsible for showing the map and for pinning the found parking
lots to the map (putting the markers according to the location). It holds the AsyncTask
(SearchParkingTask) that searches for the parking lots in the server using the geo location data. Geo
Location are latitude and longitude of either the current user location or of the location of the desired
user location in the future (the place where the user is heading to). The desired user location latitude
and longitude coordinates are supplied by the SupportPlaceAutocompleteFragment.

2. Parking Lot Details Screen (Figure 9, 4th screenshot) shows the characteristics of the parking lot that the
user chooses from the map. This screen is operated by the ParkingDetailActivity. It has the map where
the current parking lot is pinned to. It shows the information about the opening hours, address of the
parking lot and other important information. It also has the button ”Choose an EV Spot” that will bring
the user to the next screen of the third level. On button click the AsyncTask (SearchParkingLotsListTask)
is called that connects the server in order to get the renewed data about the EV parking spots that are
available at the current parking lot.

3. EV Spots List and Charger (Figure 9, 6th screenshot) show the list of EV spots that are available on the

chosen parking lot. From this list the user can reserve an EV parking spot and use the charger. The user
interface is organized by the EvSpotsListActivity that hosts the list of the available EV parking spots. It
has two AsyncTasks for making the reservation of the EV parking spot (ReserveParkingTask) and for
opening the lid of the charger to use it (UseChargerTask). Each item (an EV parking spot) in the list is
organized by the EvParkingSpotsAdapter that manages the buttons for reservation of the parking lot and
for using the EV charger. It also manages the information allocation in the list item: details of the
charger, type of charging plug and so on.

ToStringConverterFactory is responsible for converting XML queries to String object in order to pass this
String object to the API client in the POST request.
XML Parser
XML Parser (DOM parser) is responsible for parsing the XML data from O-DF reply from the server and for
mapping the data from O-DF elements to the related entity Java objects. The entity Java objects are
constructed in the same way as the O-DF Object elements and the member variables inside the POJO objects
represent InfoItems. Objects also can contain the list of other objects.
The main object element is ParkingService. It contains all other nested elements. According to the O-DF
structure, ParkingService has the list of object elements called ParkingFacilities (Figure 12, Appendix 1). In
the application POJO named ParkingService has the list of ParkingLot objects. In O-DF structure
ParkingFacility object has several properties (GeoCoordinates for location, address etc) and contains the list
of ParkingSpaces (Figure 12, Appendix 1).
In the application, ParkingLot has the list of ParkingSpot objects designated to EV cars. Each ParkingSpot has
a Charger object that has a Plug object. All in all, the application uses the POJO objects that can be directly
mapped to the O-DF structure of the Parking Service.
API client
API client is constructed using special library Retrofit. API client creates the RetrofitService that calls the OMI node to the following API address http://biotope.cs.hut.fi/omi/node/.
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RetrofitService makes the POST requests to the server adding the String object in the body of the call. String
object contains the related query that is initially in XML format but it is converted to String by
ToStringConverterFactory. The list of calls, used in the app, is discussed in Section 3.3.5.
Routing is performed in an external app, Google Maps, to which routing parameters are passed (Figure 9, 5th
screenshot).

3.3.5. Parking and Charging client side API
The app calls to the server using four different queries.
1. FindParking call request is used to get the list of parking lots at the specified geo location (Figure 10 and
Figure 11 in Appendix 1). In this query, it is important to specify which type of parking lot it is needed.
Since in the app we are interested only in the parking with EV chargers, the value of InfoItem
ParkingUsageType should be set to ElectricVehicleParkingSpace. It is important to pass the coordinates to
the value of InfoItems Longitude and Latitude accordingly.
2. Reservation of Parking Spot write request is used when the user wants to use the specific chosen parking
spot (Figure 15, Appendix 1). In the request, it is important to include the id of the parking lot and id of
the parking spot. The value of parking spot InfoItem Available should be set to false. The username of the
application current user should also be included in the request in the InfoItem User’s value.
3. Unbooking of Parking Spot is a write request that is used to free the parking spot after it has been used
by the user (Figure 16, Appendix 1). The write call is similar to the previous one (to reserve the parking
spot), however the value of InfoItem Available should be set to true.
4. Open the Charger Lid request is sent when the user wants to use the charger (Figure 17, Appendix 1).
This request can be combined with the reservation request or can be sent separately after the parking
spot is reserved by the user. In the request, it is important that the parking spot’s InfoItem Available
should be set to false and the value of InfoItem User should have the username of the current user. The
InfoItem’s LidStatus value should be set to Open. In this case, the lid will be opened and the user can start
using the charger.
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4. Relations to thematic use cases, benefits from synergy
4.1. Integration with Smart Mobility use case
The Smart Mobility Use Case by its nature has been designed to utilize the data the Smart city pilots. The
crucial factor for the development of electric mobility is the availability and accessibility of charging stations.
Information about presence and availability of charging possibilities is not sufficiently delivered by any of
existing services. Information is clustered, vendor-dependent; residential and private parking poles are not
visible. The main reasons for that is lack of interoperability between the operators and the owners of
charging poles, which implies among others the mechanisms of publishing and retrieving the charging poles.
For the accessibility, the most important aspects are authentication/authorization and the pricing along with
the technical constrains such as type of plug, power of outlet. The distances to the available charging spot
and to the actual destination of the user are also very important.
Both of these issues are handles by Smart Charging Pilot Use Case. The pilot solution provides possibility to
deliver needed information and interfaces and services to access the above-mentioned information.
Another relationship between Smart Electric Car and Smart Charging use cases is built upon the information
exchange principles between the car itself and the charging system. In order to provide smoother service for
the driver the charging systems might need the information about car location, current battery level and the
total capacity, equipment and consumption level. Such an information should be provided by Smart Car use
cases by definition and implementation of interfaces toward EV.

4.2. Interconnection with Smart Building use case
One of the scenarios of The Smart Building use case describes the process of sharing of the personal
charging/heating pole through IoTBnB catalogues. If the private parking/charging slot is free for a while, it
can become available for others. This is done by publishing the service at the IoTBnB service catalogue, e.g.
submitting the geolocation and services description including the service provider identity, payment
methods, availability info, charging specific data, and possible additional equipment like smartlock. In that
respect, Smart Building Use case implements a specific case of Smart Charging Pilot use case. Thus, the
information about residential and private parking charging facilities become available to the EV car user.

5. Future development
5.1. Snapshot of current state
The demonstrator with a charging box, a server hosting an Agent as part of an O-MI node and an Android
app have been developed and integrated using O-MI/O-DF protocol and are functional. Vocabularies to
describe properties and ontologies in O-DF are used from schema.org and MobiVoc to the best of authors’
knowledge.

5.2. Future internal deliverables – development items, resources, partners, schedule,
alignment with Biotope deliverables
This document describes the progress of the proof of concepts and Smart City pilot deployment progress, in
order to support the D6.4 deliverable (M24). In sum, the current state is:
•

The demo of proof of concept is available and reviewed

•

Smart City pilot internal deliverable 1 (Concepts, architecture, and base implementation) is done and
approved

•

Smart City pilot internal deliverable 2 (Testbed in Aalto) is deployed and validated.
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The next step is Deliverable 6.6 (M36) will include the following items:
•

Software solution developed including full support for OMI/ODF, user interfaces

•

Intermediate report and publishing new poles into the system

•

Final pilot deliverable including fully functioning charging poles with sustainable business model.

The development work will be performed by Open Call partner Parking Energy and/with Aalto CT
developers. The important part of the final deliverable is fully functioning charging HUB, which will include 8
charging poles that can be used by EV drivers during their stay in Helsinki center. The idea is to introduce
first this type of HUB in Helsinki that enables EV drivers to drive close to the center, leave their vehicles for
charging during their working hours, and use public transportation for the “last mile” trip to the office.
Building of such Hub would decrease the number of cars arriving to the Helsinki center and encourage
people to use public transport. On the other hand, it will increase the amount of used electric vehicle in
general due to improved charging services quality, e.g. easiness to access the service, safe and simple
method to authenticate and pay, ant others.

6. Conclusion
Main technical achievement is that we have the full pipeline between an application and a physical box, with
application logic residing at the servers’ side. A server hosting an Agent as part of an O-MI node and an
Android app have been developed and integrated using O-MI/O-DF protocol and are functional.
Communication between these components was implemented with O-MI/O-DF using vocabularies such as
MobiVoc v1.0 and schema.org, extended for the Helsinki use case.
This work implies hardware modification for the physical box, including installation of the ESP controller and
Sonoff relay, and programming the controller to act as an O-MI node. The O-MI/O-DF Reference
Implementation was extended by developing a Parking and Charging Agent for communicating with the
charger box and the Android App. An Android App was created from scratch as a user interface to the
system. The O-DF protocol was suited for the use case by utilizing existing vocabularies from schema.org and
mobivoc, with certain specific extensions such as commands to control the lid of the charger box.
The next step is to apply developed technologies and methodology to real commercial parking and charging
site, and thus to create EV charging hub, where EV drivers can leave their cars for some time, for example,
during their working hours, and continue their “last mile” trip by public transportation.
The main business impacts from the demonstrator is a clear step toward ecosystem for charging and
parking. Demonstrator proves that it is possible to integrate 3d party SW and HW into the application using
bIoTope technologies and thus gives opportunities and methodologies for other charging service providers
to join the application.
The next step toward further development of charging ecosystem includes such important steps as the
adaptation of non-proprietary method of authentication for secure client identification and payments,
development of changing vendor independent Android App for the consumer that can be downloaded from
Play Store, and integration of charging service with other Smart City services, such as Smart Parking service.
Use case level integration with Smart Parking and horizontal scaling of the system by involving more
charging service providers involve more players into bIoTope ecosystem and thus help disseminating
bIoTope technologies across different Smart City domains, industry segments and the companies.
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7. Annex 1
<omiEnvelope xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/omi/1.0/" version="1.0" ttl="0">
<call msgformat="odf">
<msg>
<Objects xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/odf/1.0/">
<Object>
<id>ParkingService</id>
<InfoItem name="FindParking">
<value unixTime="1503488290" type="odf" dateTime="2017-08-23T14:38:10.575+03:00">
<Objects>
<Object type="FindParkingRequest">
<id>Parameters</id>
<description lang="English">List of possible parameters to request.</description>
<InfoItem type="schema:Distance" name="DistanceFromDestination" required="true">
<value>1000</value>
</InfoItem>
<Object required="true" type="schema:GeoCoordinates">
<id>Destination</id>
<InfoItem name="latitude" required="true">
<value>60.187556</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="longitude" required="true">
<value>24.8213216</value>
</InfoItem>
</Object>
<Object required="true" type="mv:ElectricVehicle"><!-- IMPORTANT value of type attribute
defines wanted parking space type: Car, Motorbike.. -->
<id>Vehicle</id>
</Object>
</Object>
</Objects>
</value>
</InfoItem>
</Object>
</Objects>
</msg>
</call>
</omiEnvelope>
Figure 10. Request to FindParking without optional parameters.
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<omiEnvelope xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/omi/1.0/" version="1.0" ttl="0">
<call msgformat="odf">
<msg>
<Objects xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/odf/1.0/">
<Object>
<id>ParkingService</id>
<InfoItem name="FindParking">
<value type="odf">
<Objects>
<Object type="FindParkingRequest">
<id>Parameters</id>
<InfoItem type="schema:Distance" name="DistanceFromDestination" required="true">
<value>1000</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="ParkingUsageType">
<value>mv:CarSharingParkingSpace</value>
</InfoItem>
<Object type="schema:GeoCoordinates">
<id>Destination</id>
<InfoItem name="latitude">
<value>60.187556</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="longitude">
<value>24.8213216</value>
</InfoItem>
</Object>
<Object required="true" type="mv:ElectricVehicle">
<id>Vehicle</id>
<InfoItem name="width" type="schema:width">
<value type="xs:double">3</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="height" type="schema:height" >
<value type="xs:double">2.5</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="depth" type="schema:depth">
<value type="xs:double">3</value>
</InfoItem>
</Object>
</Object>
</Objects>
</value>
</InfoItem>
</Object>
</Objects>
</msg>
</call>
</omiEnvelope>
Figure 11. Request to FindParking with optional parameters ParkingUsageType and size of vehicle.
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<omiEnvelope ttl="10" version="1.0" xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/omi/1.0/">
<response>
<result msgformat="odf">
<return returnCode="200">
</return>
<msg>
<Objects xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/odf/1.0/">
<Object>
<id>ParkingService</id>
<Object>
<id>ParkingFacilities</id>
<Object type="schema:ParkingFacility">
<id>ParkingFacility</id>
<Object type="schema:GeoCoordinates">
<id>geo</id>
<InfoItem name="latitude">
<value
unixTime="1516740185"
type="xs:double"
dateTime="2018-0123T22:43:05.825+02:00">60.187317</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="longitude">
<value
unixTime="1516740185"
type="xs:double"
dateTime="2018-0123T22:43:05.825+02:00">24.821929</value>
</InfoItem>
</Object>
<Object type="schema:OpeningHoursSpecification">
<id>openingHoursSpecification</id>
<InfoItem name="opens">
<value
unixTime="1516740185"
type="schema:Time"
dateTime="2018-0123T22:43:05.826+02:00">00:00</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="closes">
<value
unixTime="1516740185"
type="schema:Time"
dateTime="2018-0123T22:43:05.826+02:00">24:00</value>
</InfoItem>
</Object>
<Object type="list">
<id>ParkingSpaces</id>
<Object type="mv:ParkingSpace">
<id>EVSpace1</id>
<InfoItem name="Available">
<value type="ws:boolean">true</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="User">
<value>NONE</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="intendedForVehicle" type="mv:intendedForVehicle">
<value>ElectricVehicle</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="parkingUsageType" type="mv:parkingUsageType">
<value>CarsharingParkingParkingSpace</value>
</InfoItem>
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<InfoItem name="vehicleHeightLimit" type="mv:vehicleHeightLimit">
<value type="ws:double">2.5</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="vehicleLengthLimit" type="mv:vehicleLengthLimit">
<value type="ws:double">2.5</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="vehicleWidthLimit" type="mv:vehicleWidthLimit">
<value type="ws:double">2.5</value>
</InfoItem>
<Object type="schema:PriceSpecification">
<id>PricesSpecification</id>
<InfoItem name="price" type="schema:price">
<value type="ws:double">2.00</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="priceCurrency" type="schema:priceCurrency">
<value>EUR</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="duration" type="schema:Duration">
<value>T1H</value>
</InfoItem>
</Object>
<Object type="mv:Charger">
<id>Charger</id>
<InfoItem name="Brand" type="mv:Brand">
<value>Exampler</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="Model" type="mv:Model">
<value>ExampleI</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="LidStatus">
<value>Locked</value>
</InfoItem>
<Object type="mv:Plug">
<id>Plug</id>
<InfoItem name="PlugType" type="mv:PlugType">
<value>Schuko Plug</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="Power" type="mv:Power">
<value type="ws:double">2400</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="currentInmA" type="mv:currentInmA">
<value type="ws:double">1</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="Voltage" type="mv:Voltage">
<value type="ws:double">230</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="CableAvailable" type="mv:CableAvailable">
<value type="ws:boolean">false</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="LockerAvailable" type="mv:LockerAvailable">
<value type="ws:boolean">true</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="ChargingSpeed" type="mv:ChargingSpeed">
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<value>mv:Standard</value>
</InfoItem>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Objects>
</msg>
</result>
</response>
</omiEnvelope>
Figure 12.Response to FindParking method with optional parameters ParkingUsageType and size of vehicle.
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<omiEnvelope xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/omi/1.0/" version="1.0" ttl="0">
<read msgformat="odf" interval=”-1” callback=”0”>
<msg>
<Objects xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/odf/1.0/">
<Object>
<id>ParkingService</id>
<Object>
<id>ParkingFacilities</id>
<Object>
<id>ParkingFacility</id>
<Object>
<id>ParkingSpaces</id>
<Object>
<id>EVSpace1</id>
<InfoItem name="Available"/>
<Object>
<id>Charger</id>
<InfoItem name="LidStatus"/>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Objects>
</msg>
</read>
</omiEnvelope>
Figure 13. Request to subscribe to the current state of a charger.

<omiEnvelope ttl="10" version="1.0" xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/omi/1.0/">
<response>
<result msgformat="odf">
<return returnCode="200"/>
<requestID>subscription’s ID</requestID>
<msg>
<Objects xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/odf/1.0/">
<Object prefix="schema http://www.schema.org/ mv http://www.schema.mobivoc.org/"
type="ParkingService">
<id>ParkingService</id>
<Object type="list">
<id>ParkingFacilities</id>
<Object type="schema:ParkingFacility">
<id>ParkingFacility</id>
<Object type="list">
<id>ParkingSpaces</id>
<Object type="mv:ParkingSpace">
<id>ParkingSpace</id>
<InfoItem name="Available">
<value
unixTime="1516204423"
type="xs:boolean"
dateTime="2018-01© 688203 bIoTope Project Partners
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17T17:53:43.529+02:00">false</value>
</InfoItem>
<Object type="mv:Charger">
<id>Charger</id>
<InfoItem name="LidStatus">
<value
unixTime="1516204423"
type=”xs:string”>Open</value>
</InfoItem>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Objects>
</msg>
</result>
</response>
</omiEnvelope>

dateTime="2018-01-17T17:53:43.529+02:00"

Figure 14. O-MI node server response to a charger event subscription.

<omiEnvelope xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/omi/1.0/" version="1.0" ttl="0">
<write msgformat="odf">
<msg>
<Objects xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/odf/1.0/">
<Object>
<id>ParkingService</id>
<Object>
<id>ParkingFacilities</id>
<Object>
<id>ParkingFacility</id>
<Object>
<id>ParkingSpaces</id>
<Object>
<id>EVSpace1</id>
<InfoItem name="Available">
<value>false</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="User">
<value>USER_PLACEHOLDER</value>
</InfoItem>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Objects>
</msg>
</write>
</omiEnvelope>
Figure 15. Request to reserve a parking spot.
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<omiEnvelope xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/omi/1.0/" version="1.0" ttl="0">
<write msgformat="odf">
<msg>
<Objects xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/odf/1.0/">
<Object>
<id>ParkingService</id>
<Object>
<id>ParkingFacilities</id>
<Object>
<id>ParkingFacility</id>
<Object>
<id>ParkingSpaces</id>
<Object>
<id>EVSpace1</id>
<InfoItem name="Available">
<value>true</value>
</InfoItem>
<InfoItem name="User">
<value>USER_PLACEHOLDER</value>
</InfoItem>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Objects>
</msg>
</write>
</omiEnvelope>
Figure 16. Request to release a parking spot.
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<omiEnvelope xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/omi/1.0/" version="1.0" ttl="0">
<write msgformat="odf">
<msg>
<Objects xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/odf/1.0/">
<Object>
<id>ParkingService</id>
<Object>
<id>ParkingFacilities</id>
<Object>
<id>ParkingFacility</id>
<Object>
<id>ParkingSpaces</id>
<Object>
<id>EVSpace1</id>
<InfoItem name="User">
<value>USER_PLACEHOLDER</value>
</InfoItem>
<Object>
<id>Charger</id>
<InfoItem name="LidStatus">
<value>open</value>
</InfoItem>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Object>
</Objects>
</msg>
</write>
</omiEnvelope>
Figure 17. Request to open a charger lid.
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